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Administrivia
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• Time: Wednesday, March 20, 3:30pm-6:30pm

• Place: TBA on Edstem

• The exam is open-note you can bring any printed materials 
you want except for the textbook but you may not use any 
electronic devices during the exam.

• Suggestion: Printout of course slides is helpful

• For questions on Lecture material / Exams
• Please post on Lectures+Exams thread on Edstem



Agenda
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• Recap of Concepts
o Processes and Threads
o Virtual Memory
o Concurrency
o Synchronization
o Linking
o Memory Allocation
o Device I/O
o File Systems
o Networking
o Security
o Virtual Machines

• Solve Questions from Last Year



Quick Review of Midterm Topics
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Process

- Instance of a program running

- Why do we want to support multiple Processes ?
- Increased CPU utilization

- Reduced latency

- Process control block (PCB)

- Stores state, registers, open files, etc

- Equivalent: struct thread in pintos



Quick Review of Midterm Topics
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Threads

- Schedulable execution context

- Why do we need threads ?

- Concurrency

- Multi-core execution

- Kernel threads

- More scheduling control

- Heavy weight

- Everything must go through kernel

- User threads

- Lightweight and flexible

- Less control



Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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This section gives several interactions the instructor had with ChatGPT. For each interaction, you are asked to 

critique ChatGPT’s answer or provide your own.

Q: When should a kernel disable interrupts?

A: A kernel may disable interrupts when it needs to ensure that a critical section of code is executed atomically, i.e., 

without being interrupted by other processes or interrupts. Disabling interrupts can prevent race conditions and other 

synchronization issues. Interrupts should be re-enabled as soon as the critical section has completed to allow the 

system to continue processing other events.

Is ChatGPT right? Select the best answer & Justify

A The answer is correct on all systems.

B The answer is correct only on single-core systems.

C The answer is correct unless you need inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) for TLB shootdowns.

D The answer is not correct.



Answer : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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• Remember from class / notes

• Multicore systems need more that just interrupt disabling to implement synchronization primitives 



Quick Review of Midterm Topics
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Virtual Memory : Mapping Memory

- Base + bound
- Physical address = virtual address + base

- Segmentation
- Divide memory into segments

- Demand Paging
- Divide memory into small, equal-sized pages

- Each process has its own page table

- Multilevel

- Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) caches recently used translations

- Any process can have a page

- What happens during a page fault?

- Eviction?

- LRU: Use past to predict future



Quick Review of Midterm Topics
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Virtual Memory : Memory Considerations

- Fragmentation
- Inability to use free memory

- External fragmentation

- Many small holes between memory segments

- Internal fragmentation

- Unused memory within allocated segments

- Speed
- Disk much slower than memory

- 80/20 rule

- Hot 20 in memory = “working set”

- Local or global page allocation

- Thrashing



Quick Review of Midterm Topics
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Virtual Memory : Memory System

- Coherence
- Concerns access to single memory location

- Multiple processes writing to same variable

- Consistency
- Concerns ordering across multiple memory locations

- If x=1, y=2, A reads x, y and B writes x=3, y=4, could A ever see x=1, y=4 ?

- Sequential consistency matches our intuition



Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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What is your answer to the number of physical pages required to construct the two-page virtual address space?



Answer : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Quick Review of Midterm Topics
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Linker & Dynamic Linking

- Goal : Object Files -> Executable transformation
Pass 1

- Coalesce like segments

- Construct global symbol table

- Compute virtual address of each segment

- Pass 2

- Fix addresses of code and data using global symbol table

- Dynamic Linking
- Linked at runtime

- Helps with shared libraries

- May lead to runtime failure

- No type checking



Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Answer : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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OPTIONS A & C are correct



Review of Memory Allocation
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Minimize fragmentation when allocated memory has
- different lifetimes

- different sizes

Understand implication of Allocation strategies 
-(e.g. best fit, first fit)

-Tradeoffs/pathologies based on workload characteristics 

-Memory Access Workload ramps, peaks, and plateaus

Recovering from Faults and Garbage Collection
-Introduce level of indirection (sub-page permissions, vm, concurrent snapshotting, mmap)

- For Garbage collection (stop & copy without stop gc) 

- mutator runs & collector collects, uses fault + resumption

- Familiarize how to work with reference counts (e.g. ownership in Rust) 



Review of Device drivers & communication 
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How to communicate with a Device
- Memory-mapped device registers

Regular read/write interface except access device’s registers directly

- Memory-mapped device memory

Regular read/write interface except access device’s internal memory

- Special instructions (e.g. inb, outb)

Communicates using port numbers

- DMA (direct memory access)

CPU offloads read/write of main memory to device/DMA Engine

Device Driver operation modes
- Polling

- Loop until some condition X is true

- Interrupt Driven Devices

- Ask card to Interrupt on CPU events



Review of File Systems 
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Understanding Disk Properties
- Sector is the unit of atomicity

- Sequential I/O is much faster than random

- Long seeks much slower than short ones

- Disk Scheduling Strategies

- First Come First Serve

- Shortest Positioning Time First

- Elevator Scheduling or SCAN  

Understanding Flash Memory
- Completely solid state

- Limited Durability and Limited number of overwrite support

- Need for Flash Translation Layer



Review of File Systems 
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Important Concepts
- In Unix “Everything is a file”

- Directories are files with a special format 

- Hard Link vs Symbolic Link (Synonyms for name)

- Speeding up the file system (Fragments, Cylinder Clustering & Free map)

Handling Crashes & Minimizing corruption
- Ordered updates

- to ensure fsck works (e.g. write new inode to disk before directory entry)

- Soft updates

- update order may create cycles

- break cycles by temporarily rolling back all changes that created the cycle

- Journaling

- allow operations to act as though they are atomic

- use a write-ahead log, then replay the log on crash



Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Answer : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Answer : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Review of Networking and NFS
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Allow two applications on different machines to Communicate 
- OS provides the abstraction for communication 

Handles packaging, sending, unpacking, and delivering of information

Networking Implementation
- mbuf used to store packet data

- Packets made up of multiple mbufs

- mbufs are basically linked-lists of small buffers

- protosw structure as abstract network protocol interface

- Goal: abstract away differences between protocols

- In C++, might use virtual functions on a generic socket struct

- Here just put function pointers in protosw structure

Networking File System
- File system where data is potentially stored on other machines (vnode – virtualize file system)



Review of Security
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Something to think about :

Suppose we want to write a program than need to allows users to change their password but 
not use Setuid how can this be done ? (Background Daemon)



Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

int uid = getuid(); // Get the user ID of the invoking user

char *filename = "example.txt";

if (access(filename, W_OK) != 0) {

fprintf(stderr, "User %d does not have write permission to file %s\n", 

uid, filename);

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

// The user has permission to write to the file, so open it 

and write to it

int fd = open(filename, O_WRONLY | O_CREAT, 0666);

if (fd == -1) {

perror("open");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

// Write some data to the file

char *data = "This is an example file.";

if (write(fd, data, sizeof(data)) == -1) {

perror("write");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

close(fd);

return 0;

}



Answer : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Q: Suppose you are using nested paging to run a 64-bit virtual machine on an x86-64 CPU.  What is the worst-case number 

of additional memory accesses required for a load instruction that misses in the TLB?

GPT Answer: In a system that uses nested paging, the CPU must perform additional memory accesses to traverse the page 

table hierarchy, which can cause additional latency compared to a system that uses a flat page table.

For a load instruction that misses in the TLB in a 64-bit virtual machine on an x86-64 CPU using nested paging, the worst-

case number of additional memory accesses required would be 4:

1. First, the CPU would need to perform a memory access to load the root page table base address from the CR3 register.

2. Next, the CPU would need to perform a memory access to load the page directory pointer table entry corresponding to 

the virtual address's top-level page directory pointer table index.

3. The CPU would then need to perform a memory access to load the page directory entry corresponding to the virtual 

address's second-level page directory index.

4. Finally, the CPU would need to perform a memory access to load the page table entry corresponding to the virtual 

address's third-level page table index, which contains the physical address that the load instruction is trying to access.

Note that in some cases, the number of additional memory accesses required could be fewer than 4, depending on the 

specifics of the page table hierarchy and the location of the page table entries in memory. However, 4 is the worst-case 

scenario for a load instruction that misses in the TLB.



Questions : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Answer : ChatGPT vs CS212 Students
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Backup Slides with Additional
Questions



Thank You
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